Abstract: This paper describes a new approach to Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) data processing and analysis, which is implemented in the PSI chain of the Geomatics (PSIG) Division of CTTC. This approach includes three main processing blocks. In the first one, a set of correctly unwrapped and temporally ordered phases are derived, which are computed on Persistent Scatterers (PSs) that cover homogeneously the area of interest. The key element of this block is given by the so-called Cousin PSs (CPSs), which are PSs characterized by a moderate spatial phase variation that ensures a correct phase unwrapping. This block makes use of flexible tools to check the consistency of phase unwrapping and guarantee a uniform CPS coverage. In the second block, the above phases are used to estimate the atmospheric phase screen. The third block is used to derive the PS deformation velocity and time series. Its key tool is a new 2+1D phase unwrapping algorithm. The procedure offers different tools to globally control the quality of the processing steps. The PSIG procedure has been successfully tested over urban, rural and vegetated areas using X-band PSI data. Its performance is illustrated using 28 TerraSAR-X StripMap images over the metropolitan area of Barcelona.
Introduction
Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) is a powerful group of techniques for deformation measuring and monitoring using interferometric SAR imagery. PSI represents an advanced type of Differential Interferometric SAR (DInSAR) techniques: it is based on large stacks of SAR images and suitable data modelling procedures that make the estimation of different parameters possible. These parameters include the deformation time series, the average displacement rates and the so-called residual topographic error (RTE), also called residual topographic component, which is the difference between the true height of the scattering phase centre of a given point and the height given by the digital elevation
The PSIG Procedure
This section describes the key features of the PSIG chain. Its inputs include a stack of N co-registered SAR images, the amplitude dispersion (DA), see [1] , and M wrapped interferograms, with M >> N: typically more than 10 interferograms per image are used (a multi-reference procedure is used). The procedure includes three main processing blocks (Figure 1 ). The goal of the first block is obtaining a set of correctly unwrapped and temporally ordered phases, which are computed on PSs that cover the area of interest with a homogeneous density. In the second block, the abovementioned phases are used to estimate the Atmospheric Phase Screen (APS) using spatio-temporal filters. Finally, the deformation time series are computed on a dense set of PSs in the third block. The main processing steps are briefly described below. Notes: (*) The thermal dilation component can optionally be estimated; (+) The deformation velocity and the thermal dilation components can optionally be removed.
• Candidate Cousin PS (CPS) selection. In this step, a set of PSs with phases characterized by a moderate spatial variation is sought. This is accomplished by using at least a seed PS and searching for its "cousins", i.e., PSs with similar characteristics (the details are described in the next section). An iterative process is used to ensure an appropriate CPS coverage and density; • 2D phase unwrapping. 2D phase unwrapping is performed on the candidate CPSs using the redundant set of M interferograms. An implementation of the Minimum Cost Flow method [30, 31] is used in this step; • Phase unwrapping consistency check. This check is based on a LS estimation, followed by the analysis of the so-called residuals (the details are described in the next section). The final set of CPSs is selected at this stage; • APS estimation and removal. Using the selected CPSs, the APS is estimated using spatio-temporal filters [1] [2] [3] 8] . The APS is then removed from the original interferograms, obtaining a set of M APS-free interferograms; • Estimation of deformation velocity and RTE. The deformation velocity and RTE are computed over a dense set of PSs (much denser than the selected CPSs), from the M wrapped APS-free interferograms, using the method of the periodogram [1] . Optionally, an extension of the two-parameter model can be used to account for the thermal expansion [24] ; • RTE removal. The RTE phase component is removed from the wrapped APS-free interferograms. The linear deformation component can optionally be removed and then, in a later stage, added back to the deformation time series. The same procedure can be done with the thermal expansion component; • 2+1D phase unwrapping. A 2+1D phase unwrapping is executed on the set of M APS-and RTE-free interferograms to obtain the final deformation phase time series, a quality index for each time series and other parameters related to the detection and correction of unwrapping errors (detailed information is provided in Section 4.2).
The following sections are focused on the first and the third blocks of the procedure.
First Processing Block
The goal of this processing block is obtaining correctly unwrapped and temporally ordered phases over a set of PSs, named CPSs, which have to cover the area of interest with a homogeneous density. This is accomplished through three main steps:
• Candidate CPS selection; • 2D phase unwrapping on the selected CPSs;
• Phase unwrapping consistency check.
The first and the third steps are discussed in the following sections.
Candidate CPS Selection
In order to correctly unwrap the interferometric phases, a set of PSs with phases characterized by moderate spatial variations is sought in this step. Let us consider the interferometric phase difference between two pixels i and j, ∆ , :
where ∆ _ , is the phase difference due to deformation, ∆ ℎ _ , is the phase difference due to thermal expansion, ∆ _ , is the phase difference due to the RTE, ∆ _ , is the phase difference due to the atmospheric component and ∆ _ , is the difference of the phase noise components. The procedure includes the following steps:
(1) At least one seed PS is chosen with the following characteristics: where �∆ , �
90%
is the 90th percentile of �∆ , � , where k runs over the minimum set of N − 1 independent interferograms, where N is the number of images, and Thr is a phase threshold. Before computing their absolute value and ordering them, the ∆ , values are unwrapped using this simple rule:
The use of the 90th percentile confers robustness to the filter: it can cope with up to 10% of outliers. The threshold is discussed in the following section. This operation is repeated for all the PSs that fall within a given window, which is centred on the seed. The window size (Win) is set to have relatively small values of ∆ _ , . It is worth noting that the above condition is more restrictive than the ones based on the classical two-parameter model (mean deformation velocity and RTE), see [32, 33] . However, the proposed procedure is computationally lighter than the one based on the two-parameter model. (3) This operation is repeated recursively, using a given candidate CPS as seed, until the area of interest is sufficiently covered by CPSs. Additional seeds might be required to cover isolated areas or to increase the CPS density in a given area.
2D phase unwrapping is performed on the set of candidate CPSs using the redundant set of M interferograms.
Phase Unwrapping Consistency Check
In the previous step, the unwrapped phases estimated on the set of candidate CPSs are obtained. A further selection is performed in this step to obtain the selected CPSs. This is done using a phase unwrapping consistency check based on the following observation equation:
where ∆ is the unwrapped interferometric phase (the observation), S and M are the slave and master images (the unknowns). The lth image contains the following phase components:
where _ is the deformation component, ℎ _ is the thermal expansion component, _ is the atmospheric component, _ is the RTE component and _ is the phase noise. M equations with N − 1 unknowns written for each pixel: the phase of the first image 0 is set to zero because Equation (3) has a datum defect: it is translation-invariant. The system of observation equations can be written as:
where b = (Δφ 0l , …, Δφ ij , …, Δφ m(N − 1) ) T is the M-dimensional observation vector, A is the design matrix that expresses the set of scalar Equations (3) in matrix form and x = (φ 1 , …,
T is the N-1-dimensional vector of unknowns. A stochastic model is associated with the functional model in Equation (5), which is represented by weight matrix P. Usually, the observations are equally weighted. The LS solution is given by:
where x  is the vector of estimated unknowns, b  is the vector of the a posteriori estimated observations and res ϕ  is the vector of residuals.
A candidate CPS is finally selected as CPS if its vector of residuals satisfies this condition:
This condition is only valid for data at full resolution. The equivalent condition with multi-look data is having all the residuals sufficiently small. It is worth emphasising that this second filter is highly automated. After this, a check of the distribution of the CPSs is usually carried out to ensure a homogeneous density over the entire area of interest. If this is not accomplished, the procedure is resumed using new seeds to look for new candidate CPSs.
Candidate CPS Selection: Main Parameters
The parameters used in the candidate CPS selection are discussed in this section. The most important is Thr. The choice of this value is a trade-off between low phase variation, which ensures a correct phase unwrapping, and the need to connect all the parts of a given area of interest. The latter aspect is critical when the area of interest includes rural and vegetated areas where the PS density can be very low. By contrast, it is not very relevant in urban areas, where the choice of Thr can be very restrictive. This can have some interesting applications, as selecting all the PSs that are on the ground or, in general, selecting all the PSs located at a given height, which can be fixed through the seed PS. For instance, in the Seattle dataset mentioned in Table 1 , with 30 images and perpendicular baselines distributed between [−800; 600 m], using Thr = 0.7 rad all candidate CPSs obtained were basically located on the ground, with heights below 2 m. The candidate CPS selection approach was successfully tested over urban, rural and vegetated areas using X-band PSI data. Its performances are illustrated considering three PSI datasets, (Table 1) (1): its values were derived by analysing the average autocorrelation function of the atmospheric component of the Stripmap SAR images of the Barcelona dataset. In order to speed up the computation, the CPS selection was restricted to all PSs with DA smaller than 0.3.
In the Barcelona dataset, 611,813 candidate CPSs were found, covering an area of 1019 km 2 with a density of 600 candidate CPS/km 2 , using nine seeds; 87% of the candidate CPSs satisfied the filter from Equation (7) The remarkably reduced density is not due to the different sensor (CosmoSkyMed): it is caused by the wide perpendicular baseline distribution of this dataset, [−800; 600 m] with respect to the distribution of the Barcelona dataset [−170, 150 m]. In this case, 82% of the candidate CPSs were selected as CPSs. It is worth noting that an alternative approach to CPS selection could be used, by explicitly modelling the phase component due to RTE. This would allow us to obtain more CPSs. However, this approach would require more complex, multi-baseline model assisted, phase unwrapping algorithms.
Third Processing Block
The deformation velocity and time series are estimated for a dense set of PSs from the APS-free interferograms in the third processing block. This block involves three main steps:
• Estimating the deformation velocity and RTE and, optionally, the thermal expansion;
• Removing the RTE component from the APS-free interferograms. The deformation velocity and the thermal expansion components are optionally removed; • Performing the 2+1D phase unwrapping.
The following two sections are focused on the 2+1D phase unwrapping algorithm and its main outputs.
2+1D Phase Unwrapping
The procedure starts with a set of M APS-and RTE-free interferograms. The proposed method works with redundant networks: typically more than 10 interferograms per each of the N images are used. The first step is 2D phase unwrapping, which is performed separately on each interferogram using the Minimum Cost Flow method [30, 31] . The temporal component of the M interferograms is then exploited in a second step, through a 1D phase unwrapping, which is performed pixel wise. For this reason, the entire procedure is named 2+1D phase unwrapping. The 2D phase unwrapping represents a critical and error-prone processing stage. The phase unwrapping errors, which are integer multiples of 2π, can be caused by different factors as phase noise, high local deformation gradients, strong atmospheric phase component, especially for isolated pixels, etc.
The main goal of the 1D phase unwrapping is the detection and correction of the errors generated in the 2D phase unwrapping stage. For this purpose, it uses an iterative LS procedure [34] [35] [36] which fully exploits the integer nature of the unwrapping errors. It is worth emphasising that the SVD algorithm, useful to join non-connected subsets of interferograms [3] , is not used. In fact, as mentioned above, a unique set of hyper-connected images and interferograms, for which the SVD is not necessary, is used.
The 1D phase unwrapping involves a pixel wise procedure based on Equations (3) and (4). There are two key parameters that drive the 1D phase unwrapping. The first one is the residual associated with a given observation:
where M ϕ  and S ϕ  are the a posteriori LS estimated image phases. The second parameter is the redundancy of the network of interferograms and images. For each image, it is important to consider the number of interferograms that are directly tied to it, i.e., the number of interferograms where the given image appears either as master or slave. The main steps of the 1D phase unwrapping algorithm include:
(1) Performing the first LS estimation, computing the residuals (Equation (6)); (2) Temporally removing the highest absolute residual (outlier candidate) from the network, and performing a new LS estimation; (3) Checking the residual of the outlier candidate: if it is a multiple of 2π (within a given tolerance), the observation is corrected and reaccepted. In this way, it is possible to correct the unwrapping errors. Otherwise, the decision of re-entering or rejecting the outlier candidate is based on the comparison of its old and new residuals; (4) Performing a new LS estimation, computing the residuals and restarting the procedure from point (2). The procedure is executed iteratively from points (2)-(4) until there are no remaining outlier candidates, i.e., there is no residual above a given threshold. Then, the correction of the unwrapping-related errors is extended to all the residuals that, within a given tolerance, are multiples of 2π.
The core of the proposed algorithm is given by the so-called redundancy matrix R. The LS is not a robust estimation method, considering that a given error is spread out through the network according to the characteristics of A and P. In order to identify correctly the residuals that are multiple of 2π, it is necessary to analyse how the errors are distributed in the network. This is contained in the redundancy matrix R [35] :
R is only related to A and P, i.e., it is not affected by the observation vector. This matrix is used to correct the LS residuals by the redundancy of the corresponding observations:
where
is the corrected hth residual and ℎℎ is the hth diagonal element of R, which is called the local redundancy. The procedure to correct the unwrapping errors explained above is performed on the corrected residuals. If there is sufficient system redundancy, the LS spreading of errors is mitigated and the unwrapping errors are properly identified. However, it is worth emphasising that this requires that the majority of the interferograms connected to a given image are correctly unwrapped. The algorithm checks the available local redundancy at each iteration and leaves a given outlier candidate untouched if its redundancy is too low. If this occurs, the corresponding parts of the network have to be checked off-line after concluding the automatic analysis. That is, the 1D phase unwrapping only works over the redundant parts of the analysed network. This is often a limitation in the case of ERS and Envisat images where, due to the dispersion of baselines, it is often difficult to obtain a unique and hyper-connected set of interferograms. By contrast, this is not a problem with X-band data and, more importantly, it will not be a problem with the Sentinel-1 data.
The above procedure generates a rich set of parameters. The vectors of residuals for all the analysed pixels, computed at the first and last iterations, are useful to obtain an overview of the entire dataset. In particular, they can be used to identify anomalous interferograms or images, where clusters of high residuals typically occur. An example is illustrated in the following section. The main 1D phase unwrapping output is a phase time series per each analysed pixel, a quality index and the number of corrections per each image. These outputs are discussed in the next section.
2+1D Phase Unwrapping: Description of the Outputs
This section describes the main outputs of the 2+1D phase unwrapping. A key output is given by the plots of the LS residuals at the first and last iterations (Figure 2) . The plot at the first iteration is useful to obtain an overview of the distributions of phase unwrapping errors, both interferogram wise and PS wise. Figure 2(top) shows the distribution of the residuals for a group of PSs: it is perceptible that they are characterized by a similar pattern. Note that during the phase unwrapping consistency check (Section 3.2), the same plot is used, imposing that all the residuals equal to zero for all interferograms of a given candidate CPS. The plot of the last iteration usually displays zero values, unless there are problematic interferograms, e.g., like the one shown in Figure 2 (middle): all PSs have high residuals in correspondence to the same interferogram. In this specific case, the anomalous interferogram was removed from the network and the 1D phase unwrapping was executed again.
Another important output is given by a three-class quality index associated with each deformation time series. Three classes are defined, "Good", "Fair" and "Warning", which are derived per each image of a given time series by computing the ratio (Cor_%) between the corrections and the interferograms connected with the image at hand. "Good" indicates that Cor_% is less than 30% for all the images; "Fair" is when Cor_% is between 30% and 40%; and "Warning" is when at least one image has Cor_% above 40%. In addition to the quality index, the corrections per image are obtained for each time series. This is the most complete information that can be used to assess the quality of each image of a given time series. Some examples are shown in Figure 3 . In this case, the 1D phase unwrapping was performed using a network of 28 images and 27 interferograms per image. Figure 3(top) shows two examples of "Good" time series, where zero corrections were applied during the 1D phase unwrapping. One time series shows a stable PS, while the other one displays a displacement away from the sensor. Figure 3 (middle) shows two "Fair" time series, while Figure 3 (bottom) shows two "Warning" time series. These latter two time series show aliasing. On the left side, the aliasing occurs between the 15th and 16th images and affects half of the time series, while on the right side the corrections basically affect two images (16th and 17th) and the aliasing is only localized in one image. It is worth noting that the aliasing does not occur in every "Warning" time series. This last example illustrates how the corrections are useful to discriminate between the most reliable and problematic images within a given time series. Figure 3 . Examples of time series (diamonds) and the associated corrections per each image (squares). "Good" time series (top), "Fair" time series (middle) and "Warning" time series (bottom) are shown. These examples were derived from the Barcelona dataset with a network.
Analysis of the Barcelona Dataset
This section describes the results obtained using the Barcelona dataset, already mentioned in Section 3.3 and Table 1 . The dataset includes 28 images and 375 interferograms (almost the full set of possible interferograms was used) that cover the period from December 2007 to November 2009. The candidate CPS selection, which was based on nine seed PSs evenly distributed in the image frame (Figure 4 ), found 611,813 candidate CPSs. It is worth noting that the selection of a similar set of PSs using the classical two-parameter model (mean deformation velocity and RTE) would have required a more complex data processing. In fact, the CPS selection is more straightforward and flexible because it makes use of a set of non-connected CPS networks (in this specific case, nine networks generated from the nine seeds). By contrast, the two-parameter model requires the connection of all PSs in a unique network. An additional advantage is that in the two-parameter model the mean deformation velocity and RTE may be severely affected by the atmospheric effects, which are particularly strong using X-band data, while this does not occur in the candidate CPS selection. The deformation velocity map of the full frame image is shown in Figure 5 . It comprises more than 5.4 million PSs and covers 1019 km 2 . Only the major deformation phenomena are visible in this image: the airport and the port of Barcelona and other subsidence and uplift areas located at the top right part of the image. However, more than 30 major deformation phenomena were found over the entire frame. Although not all of them have been analysed yet, there are several examples of deformation due to soil compaction, water abstraction, landslides, underground construction works (metro line and metro stations), etc. These results represent a valuable source of information for the public and private entities in charge of the maintenance of indispensable assets of the Barcelona metropolitan area. Figure 6 shows a zoom of Figure 5 over the airport and port area, where several structures and infrastructures affected by deformation phenomena are visible. In the same figure, the quality index map of the same area, which is useful to obtain a preliminary and concise overview of the quality of the estimated PSs, is displayed. Most of the area is green, i.e., most of the PSs are classified as "Good". The yellow ("Fair") and red ("Warning") PSs are in some cases clustered over deformation areas and in other cases over isolated (i.e., not well connected) areas, where the phase unwrapping is more error-prone. The rest of yellow and red points are scattered over the stable area, e.g., see the airport runways: most probably they are due to local, noisier PSs. shows four examples of time series. All of them were classified as "Good". The first one (A) is related to an area affected by the construction of a new metro line. During the first six months the displacements are small (2 mm), with the majority of the displacement (14 mm) occurring during one year, and the area is stable during the last 5 months. This type of data is useful to obtain a synoptic view of the time evolution of the deformation in the area affected by underground works. The second time series (B) displays the deformation induced by the construction of two buildings in the vicinity. This is an interesting application, especially for city municipalities. The third example (C) concerns two case studies: a subsidence caused by water abstraction and an uplift probably related to the cease of water pumping. Again, this represents a valuable source of information for the agencies in charge of water resource management. Finally, the fourth example (D) shows the thermal expansion of a PS located on the top of an industrial building. In this case, a very high correlation between displacements and temperatures is perceptible. Figure 6 . Deformation velocity map covering the airport and port of Barcelona (top), which corresponds to the blue frame shown in Figure 5 . Quality index map of the same area (bottom), which displays three classes: "Good" (green), "Fair" (yellow) and "Warning" (red).
To conclude, it is worth comparing the proposed 2+1D phase unwrapping method with the classical LS solution from Equation (6), i.e., the LS solution without outlier rejection. Considering an area of 5000 × 5000 pixels centred on the airport, a total of 481,639 PSs was generated. Using the classical LS solution the following results were obtained: for 140,285 PSs (29.1% of the total) all residuals are zero, i.e., both solutions coincide, while the rest of PSs have at least one aliasing (e.g., 7348 PSs have one aliasing) that affects the time series estimation. By contrast, this does not occur in the 2+1D phase unwrapping solution, which detects and corrects the unwrapping errors. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new approach to PSI data processing and analysis has been described. The procedure includes a first block in which a set of correctly unwrapped and temporally ordered phases are computed over a set of evenly distributed PSs over the entire area of interest. The key element of this block is given by the so-called Cousin PSs (CPSs), which are PSs characterized by a moderate spatial phase variation that ensures a correct phase unwrapping. The first processing block uses flexible tools to check the consistency of phase unwrapping and to guarantee a uniform CPS coverage. After a second block devoted to APS estimation and removal, the PS deformation velocity and time series are derived in the third block. The key tool of this block is a 2+1D phase unwrapping procedure. The main outputs of each block have been discussed in this work.
As a main strength, the procedure offers different tools to globally control the quality of the processing steps. A powerful tool is given be the phase unwrapping consistency check, which represents a highly automated filter executed at the end of the first block. Another tool of quality control is given by the 2+1D phase unwrapping, whose main outcomes include: (i) the plot of residuals at the first LS iteration, which is useful to check the phase unwrapping errors, both interferogram wise and PS wise; (ii) a quality index for each PS time series; and (iii) the number of corrections per image of a time series, which provide a detailed information to discriminate between reliable and problematic images within a given time series. 
